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About us.
We are a trusted, independent advisory firm focused
on fire, security risk and resilience. We offer strategic
advice, innovative design, construction oversight and
risk management services.
BB7 was founded by CEO, Ben Bradford in 2009 with
7 underpinning values which would shape the
company. The number one value then was 'People'
which remains the number one value today over 10
years later.
So how do we live and breathe this underpinning
value?
We invest in our people, we nurture careers, we
support our people to get to the position they aspire to
get to and we sponsor our Graduates at the beginning
of their careers.
With great people, we collectively create a great
company.

So you have graduated
but what next?
Our Graduate Sponsorship
Programme is the beginning of
your career journey at BB7. We
sponsor our team of Graduates
to continue their academia to
achieve a MSc in Fire Safety
Engineering or similar. In doing
so you are on the right path to
Chartership (CEng or MCABE).
We will coach and mentor you
with promotion in mind, focusing
on consulting skills, project
management, commercial
understanding and technical
excellence. You will have a
dedicated mentor and
supportive team around you to
ensure you can realise your full
potential.
Join us, and begin inspiring.

Your 7 steps to success
as a Graduate at BB7
1. You will develop your knowledge of fire
design legislation including Building
Regulations, Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order 2005, and prescriptive
guidance/regulations such as Approved
Document B, BS 9991 and BS 9999
2. You will develop your knowledge of fire
engineering techniques such as BS 7974,
structural fire engineering, zone
modelling, CFD modelling and evacuation
modelling
3. You will prepare fire strategies for
different sectors
4. You will prepare engineering technical
reports
5. You will support the team working on
technical solutions and large-scale
projects
6. You will develop an understanding of
project management processes &
procedures
7. You will develop professional conduct
when dealing with clients

Our Internal Graduate Program
We are developing and designing our Graduate Program
ready for your arrival! Our new and improved Graduate
onboarding will include the following modules:
MODULE 1 - BB7 Best Practice
This module concentrates on your soft and hard skills and
introduces you to the BB7 way of working in line with our values and
goals. This module will help you develop well rounded consultancy
and project management skills which will support your technical
abilities.

MODULE 2 - Consultancy
All the skills you will need to be a great consultant will be covered in
this module; you will spend time with our most skilled and technical
staff who will guide you to become the best version of you!

MODULES 3- 6 - Technical
Fire Design
Construction Knowledge and Fire Assurance
Fire Risk Management
Engineering Principals and Fire Engineering
Our technical modules will be delivered by our most
experienced technical team members who will give you
training and insight into all the disciplines which shape BB7.

OUR REQUIREMENTS
OUR PACKAGES &
OUR BENEFITS

Our Requirements

When we seek graduates or experienced hires to join
BB7, academic qualifications are where we start.
Globally, we are living through a period of
unprecedented change. Technology is transforming the
way that businesses organise themselves and the
services they offer; the nature of these changes makes
science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) skills more vital than ever.
Our team at BB7 welcome applicants with trusted, reliable
and relevant qualifications in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics.
Necessarily so, there is an increased focus on embedding
fire safety through the construction process and therefore
within our fire safety assurance teams we look more
broadly at built environment qualifications such as
Construction Technology, Building Surveying or
Architecture and then upskill in fire safety to produce a
broad skill set that will enhance your career.
There are many excellent Fire Engineers who do not have
specific fire related qualifications at undergraduate level
or even postgraduate level, but have a sound, core
knowledge of engineering principles and have gained
knowledge, training and experience throughout their work
experience.

Our Packages
Supporting your career
Friendly and dynamic team working environment
Exposure to a variety of sectors, opportunities & clients
Structured career path for progression
Support and encouragement towards registration with
the Engineering Council
Collaboration with internal excellence groups, including
our Professional Advisory Board
Opportunity to advance during a period of growth
Enrolment into our internal Graduate Program
Supporting a flexible work approach
Office spaces across the whole of the UK & Ireland
Technology Benefit
Your package
Competitive starting salary
Sponsorship for further education
Bonus Scheme
Cycle2Work Benefit
Electric Car Benefit
Opportunity to win Star of the month prize,
and Star of the Year too!
23 days annual leave entitlement
plus bank holidays
Contributory pension scheme

Our Benefits

Tech.
At BB7, we fully understand how having modern technology can make your working life
easier and enjoyable. We have therefore developed a technology benefit specifically
with you in mind.
Upon appointment you will be allocated a £2000 budget to order all the tech you feel
you need to make your working life at BB7 comfortable. Even better - we cover the VAT
too meaning that £2000 will stretch even further!

Making your perfect bundle
We spoke with our current Graduates and asked what makes the perfect bundle and this is
what they purchasedHigh performing laptop
Wireless Keyboard & Mouse
Docking Station
2 x Monitors for dual screen working
Headphones/ airpods
iPad or other portable device
Protective equipment for their tech

Flexibility & Wellbeing.
BB7 were one of the first companies to send our
employees home when the pandemic hit. We acted
quickly and kept our employees wellbeing as our top
priority - as it always has been.
We chose to lead by example, and we chose to put
people before profit in line with our company values.
With this in mind, we have now fully moved over to a
flexible working approach and introduced a hybrid
working guide. We want our team to have the best of
both worlds and we have achieved that. If you want to sit
in the garden and work in the sunshine we support and
encourage that!
Joining BB7 will mean you get a great work-life balance,
less commuting time, less commuting costs and more
autonomy and trust.
As wellbeing is our top priority, we also fund private
healthcare and a wellbeing package which enables all
our team to get day to day health bills covered via the
plan including dental, optical and physiotherapy!

A healthy team is a happy team!

Giving Back.
Now more than ever it's important we look after our planet and our people.
Here at BB7, we are focusing on giving back and so far have worked with
various charities, raising money through fundraising events and our CEO Ben
Bradford even ran the London Marathon for Action against Hunger and
Engineers without Borders!
We are also focusing on our environment and encourage cycling through our
Cycle2Work scheme and the use of electric cars via our Octopus Electric Car
benefit.
We have also made the switch to renewable energy and we are currently
applying for our BCorp certification. In addition to this, we are working towards
offsetting our carbon footprint by planting trees via Ecologi and have our very
own internal ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) Champion!
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THE PROFESSIONAL ADVISORY BOARD
Our Professional Advisory Board is a formal Committee
within our management structure and holds a decisionmaking role.
Its role is to advise members of the Board on technical
matters and its decisions are to be presented to our main
board for approval. The attendees for each meeting are
chosen from around the business, based on technical
expertise and interest in the subject matter of the
meeting. We also invite external stakeholders such as
clients, insurers, academics and subject matter experts
as appropriate.
Its overall purpose is to support and provide expert
knowledge and experience to ensure we remain at the
forefront of the profession and that we realise our vision
to become the wisest player in the markets in which we
choose to operate.

TAKE A LOOK AT WHAT OUR
GRADUATES SAY....

MEET OUR GRADUATE TEAM MEMBERS
During my time at BB7 (one year), I have had the opportunity
to work on a whole range of different development types,
such as a 37 storey university accommodation building to
offices, residential apartments, hospitals and care homes. As
I am developing, I am getting more responsibility and started
to lead my own projects, with a senior engineer in support. I
would definitely recommend BB7 to graduates as they are
very supportive and give all the resources necessary to
become a competent fire engineer.

Jack
I have been with BB7 since October 2019. I started as a
CAD Technician but since the beginning of the year I have
been promoted to graduate fire engineer role. As a
graduate I have the opportunity to work on different type of
projects, which helps me to learn and understand the depth
of work that BB7 is involved in. BB7 is a great place to work
where the company encourages personal development
and technical knowledge. The work environment is great.
The team is very positive, helpful, collaborative, and
supportive. I am learning every day and I am really enjoy
working with the BB7.

Renata

MEET OUR GRADUATE TEAM MEMBERS
I started my graduate career back in December 2019, at
this point I was attending University one week a month
and working within the office full time around those weeks.
This initial period allowed me to maintain my education
and develop my professional skills simultaneously.
I was able to utilise the knowledge of my new colleagues
in order to excel in my understanding of the university
topics, whilst also being able to utilise the knowledge of
my tutors in areas I felt I needed a better understanding of
the role.
My role has allowed me to be introduced to many different
sectors and clients and I have not been limited in my
training across multiple developments.
With focused senior training sessions in order to grasp a
better understanding of specific regulations to broaden
graduate knowledge, to on hand one to one discussions
within my team and the wider company has meant that I
have always felt supported in my role and that I can
approach anyone without hesitation to gain better
understanding on any topic.

Megan

A NOTE FROM OUR CEO
BEN BRADFORD
BB7 doesn’t offer jobs, we offer careers. You won’t work for BB7, you will work with BB7.
A career is an occupation undertaken for a significant period of your life and you will be
looking for opportunities to progress; therefore career decisions about which firm to
work with are important. We all spend a lot of our lives at work and the working day
goes quicker when you are happy, fulfilled, intellectually stimulated and achieving
something.
We want to create value for clients and our employees by being wise and, in doing so,
become the leading independent speciality consulting firm in the United Kingdom and
Republic of Ireland. Beyond this, the work we do contributes to a safer, more secure,
resilient built environment for future generations and ultimately the public good.
The public interest is important to us because we are professionals, members of a
profession and BB7 is a professional service firm. We will remain a practice-based
business, not a business-based practice with technical excellence and engineering at
the heart of what we do. This is one of the primary reasons our structure includes a
Professional Advisory Board.
Workplace happiness is not a myth. At BB7 the following seven factors are standard;
Flexibility, Progression, Trust, Appreciation,
Communication, Great Leadership, Great Culture.
That’s why we are one of the UK and Republic of Ireland’s
Best Companies to work with.
Join us, and begin inspiring
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